
Famous And Broke

Snak the Ripper

Ayo, I need a million bucks and I ain't stoppin' 'til I get it
My life sucks, but I'm really tryin' sweat it
Could've been in handcuffs, locked up for some shit that I regr
etted
But I'm free, fuck the past, fuck this scene and just forget it
 cause
Life's kinda fucked like that no doubt, instead of the straight
 and narrow, I took the scenic route
My reality consists of shit you only dream about
They never knew my name before, but now they fucking scream it 
out
But wait, hold up! I'm still not rich
Sometimes I ride a bus to work with change, I've borrowed from 
a bitch, gotta itch over here
How the fuck can I ignore it?
I don't get to eat my diner if you rip this off a torrent, I
Put my life on the line every time that I rhyme, but it hurts l
ike a knife in the spine
That no matter how much time I spin'em around
Some people think that I don't deserve what's rightfully mine, 
damn

(Chorus)
Ain't never been shit, 'til they heard me now they callin' it d
ope
It ain't the same as I hoped, I'm fuckin' famous and broke
Ain't never had shit just tryna' get paid for the day that I cr
oak
Homie this shit ain't a joke, I'm fuckin' famous and broke

(Verse 2)
How long it going to take before they notice that I'm dedicated
?
Copious amounts of marijuana keeps me medicated
One of a kind, ain't no way this could be replicated
Ya'll still doing card tricks, I already levitated
This verse is dedicated to the lives that you've created
Designated killer homie, watch me demonstrate it
Leaving every beat degraded, only made to improve
I'm just doing what I want, don't give a fuck who approve
Listen, this written over blue ribbons and trees
Spread the disease, they talking about me because I do it with 
ease
My competition, pigeon, I'm an eagle in the breeze
Risen to the top, but ya'll bitches is falling on your knees
So please, hold that thought on whatever you think
I'mma back this flow up, like some spew in the sink
I need money like an armoured truck, I'm right on the brink



Wasted in smoke, forever I'll be famous and broke, damn
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